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NUCLEAR LIABILITY CLAIMS HANDLING AND COSTS -

GERMANY AND SOME COMPARATIVE SOLUTIONS

by Dirk Harbriicker, Managing Director, German Nuclear Insurance Pool (DKVG),
Kbln

Abstract:

Comparison of legal status in Central Europe:
coverage by insurance and State intervention,
coverage of legal expenses and interests on awards

Technical problems of claims handling after a nuclear incident: guidelines to be
prepared by insurer before and not after an incident occurred, demands on provider
of financial security

Claims handling for part guaranteed by State to be transferred to insurer,
necessary regulations of such arrangements

1. Introduction

The Vienna Convention as a basis for the implementation of liability principles into national
law stipulates the liability of the operator of a nuclear power plant in Art. V 1 to not less than
US$ 5 million (in gold1) which represents a current value of about US$ 40 million.

The operator shall be required to maintain insurance or other financial security to cover his
liability for nuclear damage2. The Installation State shall ensure the payment of claims for
compensation for nuclear damage by providing the necessary funds to the extent that the field
of insurance or other financial security is inadequate to satisfy such claims2. So far the Vienna
Convention in it's original wording from 1963.

The Vienna Convention leaves it to the Signatory State to determine the amount to cover by
(private) financial security and/or by his own intervention. Therefore the legal implementation
is different from country to country and I would like to look at Czech Republic, Hungary,
Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia.

Art V 3 Vienna Convention, one tray ounce of fine gold equal to US$ 285 as per March 22, 2000
2 Art. VII 1 Vienna Convention
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2. Comparative solutions of operators1 nuclear liability amounts and insurance in
some CEE countries

The Czech Nuclear Act3 stipulates a liability of a nuclear licensee to CZK 6000 million4 for
which the sum insured shall not be less than CZK 1500 million5.

The Hungarian Act on Atomic Energy6 prescribes an absolute liability of the licensee of a
nuclear power plant not to exceed SDR 100 million7 on each occasion of a nuclear accident
arising in the facility. However, the nuclear damage in excess of this amount shall be
compensated by the State of Hungary, with a limitation of the total amount devoted to
compensation to SDR 300 million8.

As the 1991 Constitution of Romania provides that international treaties to which Romania is a
party are integral part of Romanian national law and Romania acceded to the 1963 Vienna
Convention on December 29, 1992 (entered into force on March 29, 1993), the purchase of a
nuclear liability coverage became mandatory9.

Despite the fact that the Romanian legislation does not stipulate an exact amount, liability
insurance is in force for the amount of US$ 55 mio. According to information available to
NEA (Nuclear Energy Agency) the Romanian law on civil liability for nuclear damage as
drafted on 21st June 1999 should pass the Parliament in fall this year.

The Slovenian Government adopted a Decree in November 1998 to increase the operator's
liability limit and mandatory insurance from previously US$ 5 million to 42 million10. I do not
mention the Republic of Croatia as a 50 per cent co-owner of Krsko NPP, as the plant is
located in Slovenia and the Slovenian legislation is applicable to the operator's nuclear third
party liability11.

The Slovakian Act n sets up a liability of the operator for nuclear damage up to a total of 2
billion Slovak Crowns13 which has to be covered by insurance or some other form of financial
cover14. No additional state guarantee or intervention is foreseen.

3 Act No 18/1997 on the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy and Ionising Radiation and on
Amendments and Additions to Related Acts adopted on 24th January 1997

4 Art 35 a) - amount corresponding to € 166,2 mio (as per January 1, 2000)
5 Art 36 (3) - amount corresponding to € 41,6 mio (as per January 1, 2000)
6 Act CXVI of 1996 on Atomic Energy (adopted by the Parliament of Hungary on 10Ul December 1996)
7 Section 52 (1) - amount corresponding to € 73,3 mio (as per January 1, 2000)
8 Section 52 (2) - amount corresponding to € 220 mio (as per January 1, 2000)
9 Dr. Nathalie Horbach in Nuclear Energy Law and Regulation in Central and Eastern Europe -

Romania (page 80).
10 Decree of the Slovenian Government adopted on 26* November, 1998 deemed to be an interim

solution while revision of the existing legislation takes place (see Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 63,
page 78, publication of Nuclear Energy Agency)

11 Dr. Bruno Sladonja, Nuclear Liability Legislation in the Republic of Croatia; in Contemporary
Developments in Nuclear Energy Law: Harmonising Legislation in CEEC/NIS (N.Horbach,ed)

12 Act on the Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy ....adopted on 1st April 1998
13 Section 28 (1) - amount corresponding to € 47,1 inio (as per January 1, 2000)
14 Section 30(1)
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This is the legal status in Central Europe (in countries with small and medium electricity grids)
stipulating the liability of the operator in case of a nuclear incident.

In all these countries the liability of the operator is covered by insurance which has been in
force since 1980 for NPP Krsko in former Yugoslavia, since 1995 in Romania, since 1997 in.
Hungary and since 1998 in Czech Republic. Slovakia has been the last country to follow in
199915.

All Western European Nuclear Acts provide - for the time being - for an insurance or other
financial protection to start with followed by a State guarantee.

3. The Problems of Claim Handling and Legal Costs and Interests

In all countries mentioned but one the limits are exclusively dedicated to victims and the
compensation of damages. Legal expenses (costs) and interests on awards are not included.
There is no mention of such costs in the Acts of Czech Republic and Hungary, while the
Slovenian Act explicitly excludes such costs16. The insurance conditions, however, foresee an
additional limit up to a maximum of US$ 5 million (Romania) resp. 5 % (Slovakia) or 10 %
(Slovenia) of the legal limit. The Hungarian insurers have equally fixed an additional limit of
HUF 50 million each17 for interests and legal expenses in their policy. The Czech Republic
seems to be an exception in Europe, as legal costs are included within the policy limit.

In none of the countries mentioned nor in any member country of the European Union any
other costs arising from the claims settlement procedure are noted. These so called internal
costs of the provider of financial protection will have to be run by the insurer for his part of
coverage respectively by the State for the coverage provided.

While we all trust that such an incident will never happen the insurer should be technically
prepared to proceed with the settlement of a claim. As you realize I suppose that the claims
handling will be done by the insurer which apart from his financial involvement is a contractual
obligation arising from the insurance contract.

I emphasize this obligation as the handling of a nuclear claim will be completely different of
what the insurer is used to: he has not to deal with a single claimant or even a limited number
of claimants, he will be confronted with a mass problem which you might compare with the
demolition of houses after an earthquake or very heavy storms, however, with the difference
that after such a natural disaster there is a chance that not every object in the specific area will
be hit.

15 Liability insurance in force for
NPP Krsko since May 1980
NPP Cernavoda since 02.02.1995
NPP Paks since 01.08.1997
NPP Dukovany since 29.01.1998
NPP Bohonice since 01.01.1999
NPP Mochovcc since 01.01.1999

16 Section 28 (2) of the Decree of Slovenian Government (sec note 10)
17 amount corresponding to € 200.000,-
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An even more important difference will be that most probably all people staying in the vicinity
of the stricken power plant during and after the accident will have been exposed to radiation
and might surfer personal injuries later on.

Claims handling after a nuclear incident will require tremendous efforts of management,
manpower and data recording. As this duty will be too onerous for one single insurer, even the
market leader, it will be necessary to combine the forces of the claims departments of the major
companies. Provisional claims offices might become necessary should the accident not have
occurred in the immediate proximity of a larger city with a disposition of insurance offices.
Protection and information on radiation exposure and damages will be an important issue to
prepare mentally the loss adjusters who will be set to work around the contaminated area.

As the nuclear liability insurance is always provided by an association of the domestic
insurance market - a National Pool - the statutes of this Pool will have to foresee an obligation
of all members to participate in the claims handling itself and not only financiallywise.
However, the financial and actual burden of claims handling for the insurer should not be
neglected.

Apart from checking the financial ability (solvency) of the insurer to pay out the claim when
occurred the national authorities should also approve the actual technical ability of the insurer
to settle such a claim appropriately. It must be a major interest of the State to have in force not
only a financial guarantee in form of insurance but to also safeguard that the provider of such
financial protection will be capable to start immediately after an incident - which will appear as
a national catastrophe - the compensation of victims. Without any emergency planning the
provider of financial security or the insurer will be absolutely helpless in combining his forces
and to take suitable emergency measures. He will loose valuable time in arranging how to
record, file, inspect and analyse claims . He will even not be able to give clear instructions to
the public where to submit claims.

Therefore the insurer - this means the National Pool and not a single company - should give
absolute priority to the elaboration of a manual for the adjustment of claims as an instruction as
well as a guarantee for an uniform handling. Such guidelines should include all organizational,
judicial and personal regulations necessary to handle and settle losses of a nuclear incident.

I have to admit that it took us quite a long time in Germany to elaborate such claims settlement
guidelines, actually we only started this work after having realized the dimensions of the
incident occurring at Chernobyl in 1986. Numerous meetings of major insurers' representatives
became necessary over a longer period to work out and agree upon a guidance how to oblige,
organize and combine the forces of our insurance market including detailed instructions for the
individual loss adjusters and specimen for submitting claims.

This might be easier in smaller markets with a smaller number of insurance companies, but they
will loose valuable time before being mentally and technically prepared to start any suitable
claims recording. It seems to be inevitable that the compensation of material damages will only
start delayed. This will be different for the evaluation of personal injuries, as the manifestation
of injuries will only develop over a certain time, as long as people have not been in an
immediate proximity of the stricken power plant.
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Any guidelines, instructions or what ever should take into account a coordination with the
national authorities and the operator of the stricken power plant. Mainly the involvement of the
authorities seems to be indispensable to demonstrate that the insurer is not deciding on his own
on approving or rejecting certain types of claims subject to judicial review of course. This does
not mean that the insurer should only execute instructions given by the authorities, the claims
settlement is his domain, but for instance the state might adopt a priorization of personal
injuries to material damage claims by issuing a decree.

So far I have outlined the insurer's responsibilities arising from his contractual obligation. An
alternative to the procedure described would be that the State declares a national catastrophe
and assumes the ascertainment of damages and the compensation of victims. The State could
claim financial recovery from the insurer later on. But I do not see that the State disposes of
the means to do so nor that he is prepared to execute the compensation. However, I have to
admit that the German State (by the Bundesverwaltungsamt) carried out the compensation of
victims in the Southeast of Germany after the Chernobyl accident in 1986. Nevertheless the
German state is interested to leave such a duty to the insurance industry in the future. As I
have mentioned in my introduction the insurance protection is followed by a state guarantee in
most of the countries. This reveals the question how to harmonize the insurer's part and the
state intervention.

Should the insurer settle all claims until his policy limit will be exhausted ? What should he do
with the remaining files? He would have to hand it over to the authorities together with a list of
all paid out amounts and the receivers to make sure that no double payments will be arranged.
The State, however, might apply other criteria for paying out compensations or simply be more
generous or restrictive in fixing compensation amounts. How could you explain to a claimant
that he will receive a smaller compensation than his neighbour only because his claim is settled
by another institution?

Therefore it seems to be logical that the insurer should extend his claims settlement in excess
of his cover on behalf of the state. This will request a binding arrangement between the state
authorities and the insurer resp. the National Pool which will give legal security to both parties
concerned and will be in public interest. The necessity of such an arrangement is seen in a
number of countries but only exists in Switzerland so far. We have worked out a draft
agreement in Germany but it still needs final approval. The French authorities discussed this
subject with their insurer Assuratome as well, but a formal agreement has not been signed yet.

It is not by pure altruistic motivation that the insurer might take over such an additional obliga-
tion - the State concerned will have to compensate for the service he will receive in respect of
legal (court) costs involved but as well in respect of all internal costs of the insurer (i.e. salaries
of employees, travel expenses a.s.o.) - but once the insurer is involved in the claims settlement
the additional effort to carry on his service seems the best suitable solution.

The contract transferring the loss settlement from the Government to the insurer should
include some essential regulations in advance:

• In order to harmonize the interests between operator, Government and insurer a board
should be established which assembles after the occurrence of a nuclear incident and which
should be composed by representatives of each party affected.
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• From the insurer's point of view it is important that the loss settlement authority is
transferred to the loss adjusters of the Nuclear Insurance Pool. Their decisions should be
binding for the Government and the liable operator.

• The Government will have to reimburse the insurer for the employment of loss adjusters
(labour cost per hour) and for their expenses. —

4. Conclusive Remarks

My intention was to outline some of the considerations we have done in Germany how to meet
with the aftereffects of a nuclear incident and to invite you, Governmental Representatives and
my insurance colleagues, to understand this as an encouragement for similar drawing-ups in
your own countries if you have not done so yet. There is no immediate need for action but
please be aware it will be absolutely too late to start your work of defining and dividing
responsibilities and necessary actions after an incident has occurred. Nevertheless I trust that
these considerations will remain hypothetical.
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